
P R O D U C T  B R I E F

Whether you’ve been approached by a software publisher or 
simply want to conduct a quick self-audit, our Compliance 
Assessment is the perfect service for obtaining a one-time 
evaluation and clean-up of your existing software license 
situation.
The Compliance Assessment gathers key information for 
determining IT risk avoidance strategies. After distributing a 
proper SAM tool to analyze and document your software 
portfolio, ON-LINE SAM experts help you:

Compliance Assessment

Optimize, manage, and maintain your most 
critical assets. 
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P r o f e s s i o n a l  S e r v i c e s

Identify your current state of compliance.

Have you come to the realization that a dedicated software 
asset management (SAM) practice provides significant long-
term ROI, but also realized that you don’t have the resources 
to fully manage a SAM practice yourself?

ON-LINE’s Managed SAM Service ensures the proper 
implementation of a tailored and optimized SAM practice 
with a roadmap specifically designed to guide the project’s 
lifecycle: The necessary licenses to 

bring you back into 
compliance.

Managed SAM Services 

SAM Roadmap & Landscape 
Advisory 

Organizations preparing to implement a dedicated SAM 
practice need to first understand the extent of their existing 
asset management process. The purpose of the Roadmap & 
Landscape Advisory Service is to identify the current state of 
your software portfolio management processes, which 
provides our SAM Advisors with the necessary information 
to help you design a roadmap for your future SAM practice.

Leverage ON-LINE’s  Software Asset Management expertise 
to help you discover: 

♦Undocumented habits and who need to be involved to 
successfully manage your software portfolio.
♦Your current software lifecycle and license management
processes.
♦Potential ROI scenarios by implementing industry leading 
SAM best practice strategies.

   Software Asset Management (SAM)

Establish a baseline of your current SAM maturity

ABBYY
Acroni
Adobe
Allroundautomations
ALTOVA
AQUAFOLD
Arcserve
Ariel Software Solutions
ASPOSE
Atlassian
Attachmate
AUTODESK
AvePoint
Axure
Balsamiq
BlackBerry
CA technologies
Check Point
CITRIX
COREL
DELL
DELTAXML
DevExpress
DeviceLock
Embarcadero
Eset 
FileMaker
FLEXERA
ThreatTrack
Google
HP
IBM
IDM Computer Solutions
Information Builders
INFRAGISTICS
Intel
IPSWITCH
JetBRAINS
KASPERSKY       
LANDESK
Lexmark
LockPath
McAfee
MercoLine
MICRO FOCUS
Microsoft
Mindjet
Minitab

NetApp
Netwrix
NINTEX
Nitro
Novell
NUANCE
OpenText
ORACLE
Personify Design
Prezi
RedHat
RSA
SAP
Secunia
SecurIntegration
Sharegate
Shavlik
SMARTBEAR
Snow
Solarwinds
SOLIDWORKS
SOPHOS
SPAMHAUS
SPARX SYSTEMS
STAR STORAGE
SUSE
Symantec
Syncro Soft
Tableau
TeamViewer
TechSmith
Telerik
ThreatTrack
Think-Cell
TICONTRACT
TREND MICRO
VARONIS
VEEAM
VMware 
WHOLE TOMATO
WinRAR
Zimbra

Are we missing the 
software publisher you 
are searching for? Call

   Supported Publishers 



Predictive Services 

Managing the day-to-day business needs is a handful; 
knowing when a publisher no longer supports the business 
productivity software you rely on should not add to your 
growing list of business needs.

By the time you reach the end of mainstream and extended 
support lifecycles, it may already be too late to properly 
transition your IT environment from the out-of-date 
solution to the current license without being affected by 
significant associated costs.

ON-LINE’s Predictive Services enables you to proactively 
remediate your unsupported environments while planning 
ahead for upgrades on software that will soon expire.

Determine your software support lifecycles 
to plan for future IT needs. 

SAM Tool Evaluation
Expert, unbiased advice on the tool best 
suited to manage your environment.

Are you looking for the best tool to manage your software 
portfolio, but unsure of the exact criteria you want your 
SAM tool to assess? Are you intimidated by the market, and 
simply want unbiased advice on the most appropriate tool 
to match your business requirements?

ON-LINE’s Agnostic Tool Evaluation service is a 
comprehensive, unbiased assessment that aligns your 
desired SAM requirements with the tool best suited to 
resolve your business needs. We help you identify what 
asset management criteria matters to you the most, then 
look at the market to identify the tool that most closely 
resembles your defined criteria. We can also conduct a 
proof of concept if you want to see how a specific tool 
compares to your existing tool.

                                         IBM 
We can help you get a clear view of your IBM estate; simplifying 
your historic IBM purchases and providing visibility of what you 
now own and use.  Our full range of IBM Advisory Services build 
on this intelligence to provide you and your teams with expert 
advice on your roadmap decisions, renewal strategy, contract 
build and negotiation and ongoing management.

                                   Microsoft 
We specialize in bridging the disconnect between technology 
choices, architectural design and Microsoft’s licensing rules to 
identify the smartest way to design, license and deploy your 
Microsoft investments.  

                                     ORACLE
Oracle’s IT solutions are powerful, designed to help minimize risk, 
streamline business processes and reduce the cost and complexity 
of your IT infrastructure.  While Oracle’s software is powerful, its 
licensing policies are complex.  ON-LINE will interpret your current 
and future business needs and constraints and link them to your 
software needs.  

                                         SAP 
Very few companies are in full control of their SAP software costs 
because not many fully understand how SAP’s complex licensing 
rules and metrics work in the real world.
ON-LINE’s SAP consultants are among the very few that have the 
knowledge and proven experience to undertake a correct 
assessment and deep analysis of your systems to optimize your 
SAP environment, identify cost avoidance opportunities, and help 
control your future spend, at the same time effectively mitigating 
major risks associated with an SAP audit. 

                                   VMware 
Many organizations are already on the journey to some form of 

cloud computing or virtualization, typically as part of a server 

consolidation project. 

ON-LINE’s VMware Advisory Services will help you overcome the 
challenges so you can define and deliver your strategy. Our 
services can give you full visibility of your current Vmware
licensing footprint, assess the performance of your VMs and how 
they can be optimized in order to validate your options as part of 
a long term strategy.  

Why Work with us?

About Us

Privately owned since 1987, ON-LINE is a woman owned, WBENC Certified Business offering “Technology Support Products, Services and 
Solutions”.  Corporate Headquarters is located at 672 Pleasant Street in Norwood, Massachusetts with additional offices and distribution 
logistics located in: Arizona, California, Maryland, New Hampshire, New Jersey, New York, North Carolina and Virginia.
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